Images created from noise filtered to have an approximately 1/f amplitude spectrum were altered by adding excess energy concentrated at various spatial frequencies. The effects of this manipulation on judgements of visual discomfort were studied. Visual noise with a 1/f amplitude spectrum (typical of natural images) was judged more comfortable than any image with a relative increase in contrast energy within a narrow spatial frequency band. A peak centred on 0.375-1.5 cycles/degree of spatial frequency was consistently judged as more uncomfortable than a peak at a higher spatial frequency. This finding was robust to slight differences in eccentricity, and when stimuli were matched for perceived contrast across spatial frequency. These findings are consistent with the idea that deviation from the statistics of natural images could cause discomfort because the visual system is optimised to encode images with the particular statistics typical of natural scenes.
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Introduction
Visual discomfort refers to the adverse effects of viewing certain kinds of visual patterns. These effects can include headache, blurring, diplopia and eye-strain (Sheedy, Hayes, & Engle, 2003) . In hypersensitive observers, discomfort is associated with headaches and perceptual distortions (Conlon, Lovegrove, Chekaluk, & Pattison, 1999; Conlon, Lovegrove, Barker, & Chekaluk, 2001) , epileptic seizures (Radhakrishnan et al., 2005) and migraine (Muelleners, Chronicle, Palmer, Koehler, & Vredeveld, 2001) , with the frequency of migraine attacks predicted by susceptibility to visual discomfort (e.g. Khalil, 1991) . These populations appear to be particularly sensitive to aversive visual stimuli, reporting more symptoms of visual discomfort than others (e.g. Marcus & Soso, 1989; Shepherd, 2001; Wilkins, Darby, & Binnie, 1979) .
However, visual discomfort is not limited to such clinical groups; the general population finds some images uncomfortable to view (e.g. Borsting, Chase, & Ridder, 2007; Borsting, Chase, Tosha, & Ridder, 2008; Conlon et al., 1999; Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; Wilkins & Nimmo-Smith, 1987) . The stimuli that the general population finds uncomfortable include periodic patterns such as stripes and text (e.g. Wilkins et al., 2007) , certain colour combinations (e.g. Ishida et al., 1999; Juricevic, Land, Wilkins, & Webster, 2010) and flickering patterns (e.g., Binnie, Findlay, & Wilkins, 1985) . established some of the defining spatial characteristics of uncomfortable stimuli, as judged by a non-clinical population. The stimuli chosen for investigation were simple striped and checked patterns. Factors affecting discomfort ratings were found to be spatial frequency, duty cycle (width of stripe compared to width of stripe spacing), size of pattern, and level of contrast. Binocular viewing of these stimuli also increased the degree of discomfort. Patterns evoking effects such as discomfort, headaches or motion illusions are not confined to the laboratory, and include escalator treads (Cohn & Lasley, 1990) , Op Art artworks (Zanker & Leonards, 2006) , and paintings inspired by migraines, (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; Sacks, 1992, plates 1-8, following p. 152) . Visual discomfort is also associated with reading difficulties; Conlon et al., 1999; Scott et al., 2002) .
Here, we focus on the role of spatial frequency as a determinant of discomfort. found that spatial frequencies within the range of 2-8 cycles/degree were particularly associated with visual discomfort. This finding was supported by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) , who also provided evidence for the importance of these spatial frequencies, this time using a narrower range of those within two octaves of 3 cycles/degree (1.5-6 cycles/degree). They compared the Fourier amplitude spectra of artworks judged as uncomfortable to view, with those for artworks that were judged as comfortable. They found a pronounced concentration of energy within two octaves of 3 cycles/degree in the former. This suggests that the presence of relatively large amounts of energy around this spatial frequency contributes to the experience of discomfort. This was tested experimentally by manipulating the amount of energy in this region in random noise patterns. It was found that increasing the amount of energy within two octaves of 3 cycles/degree increased ratings of discomfort, while reducing the amount of energy around this frequency decreased these ratings. As noted by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) , spatial frequencies around this range have been associated with the highest levels of aversion, and have a greater probability of inducing seizures in some epileptics than other frequencies. For example, grating patterns with spatial frequencies between 1 and 4 cycles/degree were found to be optimum for causing paroxysmal activity in EEG recordings by Wilkins, Binnie, and Darby (1980) . It has been proposed that discomfort is associated with deviations from the spatial statistics of natural images (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010) . Natural images have a characteristic Fourier amplitude spectrum in which amplitude tends to fall with spatial frequency as f Às , where s tends on average to be around 1 (Burton & Moorhead, 1987; Field, 1987a; Tolhurst, Tadmor, & Chao, 1992; van der Schaaf & van Hateren, 1996) . In the experiments described above, Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) examined the effects of deviations from a 1/f amplitude spectrum. Images with an excess of contrast energy at frequencies around 3 cycles/degree were found to be more uncomfortable than images with a 1/f natural slope. These results suggest that deviations in the amplitude spectrum of images away from the 1/f natural slope might cause discomfort. Consistent with this view, Juricevic et al. (2010) showed that varying the slope of the amplitude function of images affected their rated discomfort. They used random noise images, and 'Mondrian' patterns comprising randomly positioned overlapping rectangles. They found the lowest discomfort ratings for a natural slope (s = 1), with judged discomfort increasing for higher and lower slopes. It has also been suggested that the aesthetic value of images is influenced by the extent to which they conform to the expected statistics of natural images (Graham & Redies, 2010; Redies, 2007) . It may be logical to predict from this that those images that do not conform to natural image statistics will cause discomfort.
There is an association between visual discomfort and departures from spatial statistics typical of natural images. Optimal processing of incoming visual stimuli could possibly account for this association. It is often assumed that the visual system is in some way optimised for images with properties that are typical of those encountered in the natural environment. It follows from this that there will be other types of images for which its responses will not be optimal. Discomfort might arise from this non-optimal response. One issue that has received considerable attention is whether the visual system is optimised for encoding images with a 1/f amplitude spectrum. Field (1994) argued that the bandwidths of spatial frequency tuned channels are optimised for this type of amplitude spectrum. Visual information is processed by channels that are tuned for spatial frequency. These channels can be characterised by their preferred spatial frequency, and their spatial frequency bandwidth. The latter refers to the range of frequencies to which they are sensitive. Measurements of the bandwidths of spatial frequency tuned channels have shown that, as the preferred frequency of a channel increases, its bandwidth increases when measured on a linear scale, but remains constant on an octave scale (Field, 1994) . Stimuli with a 1/f amplitude spectrum have greater energy at low spatial frequencies than at high. The constant octave bandwidth of channels means that the total amount of information carried by each channel will be constant for images with a 1/f amplitude spectrum. Conversely, when stimuli do not have a 1/f amplitude spectrum, the amount of information carried will vary across channels.
Another way in which the visual system might be optimised for 1/f statistics is in its differential sensitivity for different spatial frequency information, known as the contrast sensitivity function. It is well established that sensitivity to low-contrast, narrowband stimuli (such as gratings) peaks for frequencies around 4 cycles/ degree, and decreases for both higher and lower frequencies (Campbell & Robson, 1968) . The fall-off in sensitivity for low spatial frequencies can be seen as an optimal adaptation to 1/f images because as contrast increases with decreasing frequency, signals may be accurately transmitted with a low gain, in order to minimise the metabolic cost with little loss of information. As signals have a higher amplitude at low frequencies in the first instance, it is beneficial to reduce the gain so that metabolic energy is not expended unnecessarily. At high spatial frequencies, there is little useful information as the signal amplitude is expected to be low. Gain here is therefore low in order to avoid expending energy on signals with a low signal-to-noise ratio (Atick, 1992) , which would serve simply to amplify the noise. The gain in both cases is thus optimised to equalise the responses resulting from the particular statistics of the typical natural visual environment (i.e. the 1/f amplitude spectrum). Again, it follows that signals which do not have the expected 1/f amplitude spectrum will be encoded inefficiently. The consequences of this might include an unequal distribution of activity across spatial frequency channels, an inefficient use of metabolic resources, and a reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
It has been proposed that discomfort arises when visual stimuli produce exceptionally strong neural responses. (Wilkins, 1995; . Concentration of energy around 3 cycles/degree might be expected to increase the strength of the neural response, since this frequency is around the peak of the contrast sensitivity function. The strength of the neural response will be expected to increase as the contrast of an image is increased. Stimulus contrast has been shown to affect discomfort judgements (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010; .
When assessing the effects of manipulating the Fourier amplitude spectrum on discomfort, Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) were careful to control for the physical (RMS) contrast of their stimuli. They did this in two different ways. In one set of stimuli, the amplitudes of the natural slope and bump images were matched at the 3 cycles/degree peak of the bump. This meant that the amplitude was lower in the bump images than in the natural slope images at all other frequencies (RMS contrast was 0.12 and 0.2 respectively), and they therefore had a lower amplitude overall. Another set of stimuli was created in which the overall contrast of the images was matched (RMS contrast of 0.2). They found the same pattern of discomfort judgements in both cases.
However, it is unclear whether observers would have perceived either set of stimuli as having the same contrast. Observers are more sensitive to spatial frequencies around 4 cycles/degree than they are to higher or lower frequencies (Campbell & Robson, 1968) . Therefore, adding a bump in the amplitude spectrum around this spatial frequency might create a greater response compared to other stimuli with bumps at higher or lower spatial frequencies, even when stimuli are matched for physical contrast. This could then account for the visual discomfort effects in terms of a disproportionately large response to excess contrast around the frequency of 3 cycles/degree suggested by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) . That is, the influence of spatial frequency on visual discomfort could be a contrast effect resulting from the differential sensitivity to different spatial frequencies, rather than a direct result of spatial frequency per se.
The contrast sensitivity function measures the detectability of stimuli at low (just perceptible) levels of contrast. There is evidence of a flattening of this function at suprathreshold contrast levels (Georgeson, 1985 (Georgeson, , 1991 Georgeson & Sullivan, 1975) , and for stimuli more complex than the simple gratings used to determine the contrast sensitivity function (Bex & Langley, 2007) . This phenomenon is known as contrast constancy. For example, two stimuli with a different spatial frequency but the same contrast appear more similar in contrast than would be predicted by a simple comparison of their contrast thresholds. This flattening is not, however, complete (Bex & Makous, 2002) ; stimuli for which contrast thresholds are lowest tend to appear higher in contrast at a given level of suprathreshold contrast. Therefore, when contrast amplitude in broadband stimuli is concentrated around spatial frequencies to which we are particularly sensitive, this might result in an increase in their perceived contrast.
Differences in perceived contrast could potentially account for some of the effects reported by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) . When stimuli were matched for overall physical contrast, bump stimuli might be expected to have a higher perceived contrast than natural slope stimuli. Discomfort might then reflect these differences in perceived contrast. This explanation would be consistent with the view that discomfort can arise from cortical hyperexcitation; the increased response from the stimuli with more perceived contrast might have been judged as more uncomfortable. It is not possible to predict exactly how perceived contrast will be affected by changes in the amplitude spectra for complex stimuli. Therefore, the aim of the first experiment was to measure perceived contrast in the current stimuli. This will allow us to determine how perceived contrast varies with the location of the peak in spectral power. It will also allow us to create stimuli that are matched for their perceived contrast, which may then be used in our experiments on visual discomfort.
A further complication is that the relationship between image contrast and discomfort is in fact non-monotonic (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010) . Discomfort increases when contrast is either too low (Juricevic et al., 2010; Nahar, Sheedy, Hayes, & Tai, 2007) or too high (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; . These results are likely to reflect a combination of reduced visibility and a poor signal for accommodation at low contrasts, and strong neural responses at high contrasts (e.g. Wilkins, 2003, pp. 111-114) . For example, Owens (1980) showed that sine-wave stimuli at the extremes of the contrast sensitivity function are poorer stimuli for accommodation. These effects might also depend on the type of stimulus (e.g. text or striped patterns) and individual differences in sensitivity (Conlon et al., 2001) .
The current study was conducted to clarify the role of spatial frequency in visual discomfort in broad-band images. We were particularly interested to dissociate such effects from potential differences in perceived contrast. The first aim was therefore to determine if broad-band noise stimuli that are matched for their physical contrast differ in their perceived contrast when contrast amplitude is concentrated at different spatial frequencies. It is possible that any such differences could account for the effects of spatial frequency on visual discomfort that have been found in previous studies (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; . This, in itself, would represent an important insight regarding the factors contributing to discomfort. The second aim was to determine whether such effects are tuned for spatial frequency (i.e. whether particular spatial frequencies are judged more uncomfortable than others) or if all spatial frequencies are equally uncomfortable once such potential contrast effects are taken into account.
General methods

Apparatus
Stimuli were presented at a distance of 1 m, on a 21 00 Sony Trinitron monitor with a screen resolution of 1680 Â 1050 and a vertical refresh rate of 60 Hz. A chin-rest was used to maintain the correct viewing distance. One pixel subtended 0.8 arc min. Images were created and displayed using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., 2005) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . The luminance response of the monitor was measured and calibrated using a Minolta LS-110 photometer. The luminance of the mid-grey background was 38.5 cd/m 2 . The luminance range was from 3 to 74 cd/m 2 .
Stimuli
Stimuli were based on those in Study 3 of Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) . 840 Â 840 pixel Gaussian white noise images were filtered in the Fourier domain to produce images with a 1/f natural slope amplitude spectrum. The left hand side of Fig. 1 plots the 1/f amplitude spectrum on log axes. We adopt the terminology of Fernandez and Wilkins and refer to these as 'natural slope' images. For some of the stimuli, a peak was added to the amplitude spectrum by multiplying the 1/f spectrum with a raised radial cosine filter that was symmetrical in log axes;
where T is 0.9, b is the roll-off factor of 0.5, f is the frequency of the peak, f is frequency and f 0 is the centre frequency of the peak. These we refer to as bump images. An example of a bump stimulus amplitude spectrum can be seen on the right hand side of Fig. 1 . Because we were interested in the spatial frequency tuning of the effects of manipulating the amplitude spectrum in this way, we used a Fig. 1 . Left: Amplitude spectra; log spatial frequency (x-axis) plotted against log amplitude (y-axis) for a 1/f natural slope. Right: The amplitude spectrum of an example bump stimulus.
smaller bandwidth (±0.5 octaves) than Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) (±3 octaves). The relative amplitude at the peak spatial frequency was increased by a factor of 10. The peak spatial frequencies used were 0.188, 0.375, 0.75, 1.5, 3, 6, 12 and 24 cycles/degree. Examples of a natural slope stimulus and some of the bump stimuli are shown in Fig. 2 . All stimuli were multiplied by a window with a central circle subtending a diameter of 5.4°and a Gaussian drop-off at the edges (standard deviation of 0.93°). Each visible pattern subtended approximately 8.53°. On each trial, two stimuli were presented side-by-side at the same time. One was presented on the left, with its centre at an eccentricity of 5.71°relative to the centre of the screen. The other was presented at the same eccentricity on the right of the screen. The physical contrast of the stimuli was defined in terms of their RMS contrast, which has been shown to be the most representative measure of contrast for complex images (Peli, 1990) ;
where I is the intensity of a pixel, normalised between 0 and 1, and Î is the average intensity. Ten versions of each stimulus were created, in order to prevent observers recognising particular patterns.
Experiment one: Contrast matching
The aim of the first experiment was to measure the degree of contrast constancy for the bump stimuli used by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) . We were interested to establish firstly whether bump stimuli have the same perceived contrast as natural slope stimuli that are matched for physical contrast, and secondly whether perceived contrast is affected by the peak spatial frequency of the bump; i.e. if all bump stimuli were judged to have the same contrast. These results will be used to create stimuli that are matched for their perceived contrast, to be used in the discomfort rating experiments.
Method
Observers
Two experienced psychophysical observers (the two authors) took part in the experiment. Both had corrected-to-normal vision. In order to check the generalisabilty of these results across a wider population, three more experienced psychophysical observers with corrected-to-normal vision also took part in the experiment at a later date. All experiments were approved by the University of St. Andrews University Teaching and Research Ethics committee.
Procedure
The task was a spatial two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure, using the method of constant stimuli. On each trial a standard and test stimulus were presented simultaneously, side-by-side on a mid-grey background. Presentation time was 1.8 s, with an abrupt onset and offset (i.e. a rectangular temporal window). Between stimulus presentations, the screen was black. A central white fixation cross was present throughout. Observers pressed the left or right arrow key on the computer keyboard to indicate which stimulus appeared to have the higher contrast. The next trial was presented when the observer pressed a response key.
The standard was a natural slope stimulus with the same mean luminance varying around the value of the mid-grey background (luminance = 38.5 cd/m 2 ). There were 10 versions of the 1/f slope standard stimulus, with the mean RMS contrast of 0.059, and standard deviation of 0.0011. Each test set consisted of a bump at a different spatial frequency. Each spatial frequency in turn was manipulated to have a range of 10 different contrasts, decided on by a pilot study. For the 0.375, 0.75, 1.5 and 3 cycles/degree spatial frequencies the range of contrast was from 0.6 to 1.5 times the RMS contrast of the standard, increasing in increments of 0.1. For 0.188, 6 and 12 cycles/degree stimuli the ranges were 1.1-2, 1.1-2 and 1.6-2.5 times the contrast of the standard, respectively. All stimuli had the same mean luminance. Each block compared only one spatial frequency to the natural slope standard. Each block consisted of 40 repetitions of each of the 10 different contrast stimulus comparisons, 20 with the standard on the left, 20 with the standard on the right. Each observer completed one such block for each of the eight spatial frequencies.
Results
Observers' responses were plotted as the proportion of trials in which the test was chosen as having more contrast than the standard against the contrast of the test stimuli. A cumulative Gaussian was then fitted to the data using the 'psignifit' toolbox (Wichmann & Hill, 2001a , 2001b . The Point of Subjective Equality (PSE), defined as the level at which the observer chose the standard as the higher contrast on half the trials, was determined from the fitted curve. PSEs for the two authors are plotted against spatial frequency in Fig. 3 . The highest spatial frequency tested (24 cycles/ degree) is not included on this graph as it could not be matched for contrast; even at maximum achievable contrast the natural slope standard still appeared to have more contrast than this stimulus. The results of this experiment were used to match the stimuli for perceived contrast in experiment two.
The individual results for the three naïve observers who also took part in this experiment are plotted in Fig. 4 . This figure also shows that the average of the two authors' data (i.e. the values that were used to create stimuli matched for perceived contrast in the second experiment), and the average of all five observers. Despite some individual variation there is a clear U-shaped tuning function for all observers. Stimuli with the same RMS contrast, but different amplitude spectra, did not appear to have the same contrast. There also seems to be good agreement between the average data for the two authors and the average data across all observers. 
Discussion
These results show that broadband bump stimuli of the kind used by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) tend not to have the same perceived contrast as natural slope stimuli that are matched for RMS contrast. Also, there are variations in perceived contrast as a function of the central spatial frequency of the bump. There is individual variation in the exact spatial frequencies judged as having more contrast, for example observer two shows low pass tuning (see Fig. 4 ). However, there is a broadly similar u-shaped tuning function for all observers (except for observer two), indicating that stimuli that are matched for physical contrast are not matched for perceived contrast. Furthermore, the middle of the range of spatial frequencies used seems to be generally perceived to have a higher contrast than the higher and (with the exception of observer two) lower spatial frequency images.
This raises the possibility that the findings of Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) might in part reflect differences in perceived contrast, which might in turn reflect greater cortical excitation for some stimuli. That is, concentration of energy around 3 cycles/degree might increase the perceived contrast of stimuli. The results clearly show that the stimuli do not have the same perceived contrast when matched for RMS contrast. These results will be used to compensate for the effects of perceived contrast in the second experiment, which investigates discomfort judgements.
Experiment two: Relative discomfort judgements
The first aim of the second experiment was to determine whether bump stimuli are judged more uncomfortable than natural slope stimuli when they are approximately matched for their perceived contrast. The second aim was to determine whether discomfort ratings for these stimuli are affected by the spatial frequency of the peak of the bump. Perceived contrast was not matched for each participant individually, for a number of reasons. Firstly, this would have required us to present stimuli with a different physical contrast for each participant, which is something we wished to avoid. Secondly, observers would have been exposed to many examples of the experimental stimuli before they were asked to judge their relative discomfort, which may have affected Stimuli were instead approximately matched by the average contrast matching function for the two authors. This manipulation had the effect of increasing the physical contrast of those stimuli that had a low perceived contrast, and decreasing the physical contrast of those that had a high perceived contrast.
Method
Observers
Eleven naive observers, four male, seven female, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, participated in the first condition in this experiment, and 15 in the second. All participants were students at the University of St. Andrews, and all were over 18 years of age. All 11 participants from the first condition took part in the second condition. All participants gave their informed consent to participation.
Stimuli
Stimuli were created as before, but were matched for perceived contrast according to the results of experiment one by taking the mean of the PSEs for the two authors, and using stimuli with this RMS contrast. All of these stimuli should therefore have approximately the same perceived contrast as each other, and the natural slope standard, given the good agreement between observers in experiment one. Stimuli with a bump at 0.75, 1.5 or 3 cycles/degree therefore had a lower RMS contrast than the standard. The remaining stimuli (0.188, 0.375, 6 and 12 cycles/degree) had a higher RMS contrast. The natural slope stimulus remained with an RMS contrast of 0.059 and a mean luminance of 38.13 cd/m 2 .
Procedure
There were two conditions. In the first condition the standard was the natural slope stimulus. In the second condition, the standard was the 3 cycles/degree bump stimulus. In both conditions, bump stimuli at all seven spatial frequencies tested were compared with the standard. This means that for some trials, the 3 cycles/degree stimulus was both the standard and the test stimulus. The second condition was conducted to provide a more direct test of any possible spatial-frequency tuning. It is possible, for example, that all bump stimuli would be judged as less comfortable than the natural slope standard, but this would not necessarily indicate their discomfort relative to one another. Within each block of trials, all 7 bump stimuli were compared with the standard 30 times. This resulted in 210 trials per block. Stimuli were again presented for 1.8 s, with an abrupt onset and offset. Two blocks of trials were run, one for each of the two standards. Each block took around 20 min to complete. As before, the test stimulus was presented on the right in half of the trials, and on the left in the other half. Ten different, randomly chosen versions of each stimulus were used to avoid recognition of individual images. Participants chose the stimulus they considered to be more comfortable. This particular phrasing was used as it was felt more intuitive than asking observers to pick the uncomfortable image, since none of the images was particularly uncomfortable. For example, no high-contrast striped patterns were used. Observers responded by pressing the left or right arrow key on the computer keyboard.
Results
Each trial consisted of a presentation of two images, the test and the standard, and the observer was asked to judge which of the two was the more comfortable. The percentage of times a test stimulus was considered more uncomfortable than the standard was taken as a measure of discomfort. Fig. 5 plots relative discomfort judgements (percentage of times a test stimulus is considered the less comfortable of the pair) as a function of the spatial frequency of the peak of the bump. As all observers showed a similar pattern of results, the plotted line is the average of all observers' discomfort judgements.
The left hand side of Fig. 5 plots results averaged across observers for the first condition, in which stimuli were compared with a natural slope standard. The right hand side shows the results for the second condition, in which stimuli were compared with a 3 cycles/degree bump standard.
When the standard was a natural slope stimulus, it tended to be judged as the more comfortable image. Eleven observers judged 7 spatial frequencies of bump against natural slope stimuli, and in 70 out of these 77 cases the bump stimuli tended to be judged as the more uncomfortable. The probability of at least this number of judgements that the bump is the less comfortable stimulus by chance is less than 10
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. In general, bump stimuli were judged as more uncomfortable than natural slope stimuli that were matched for perceived contrast. The results also showed clear spatial frequency tuning; not all bump stimuli were equally likely to be judged as the more uncomfortable. As there were non-normal distributions of the data due to ceiling effects for some of the stimuli, non-parametric statistics were used. A Friedman's test showed this effect of spatial frequency to be significant (v 2 = 25.77, N = 11, df = 6, p < 0.001).
This spatial frequency tuning was tested more directly in the second condition, in which bump stimuli with different spatial frequencies were compared. On each trial, a test stimulus was compared with a 3 cycles/degree bump standard. The results of this condition are plotted on the right hand side of Fig. 5 . When the test was also a 3 cycles/degree bump (i.e. the same as the standard) preferences were at chance levels (50%), as would be expected. For other frequencies, the results show clear spatial frequency tuning. Again, results of a Friedman's test showed this spatial frequency tuning to be significant (v 2 = 49.10, N = 15, df = 6, p < 0.001). This spatial frequency tuning was explored further by performing a Wilcoxon test, comparing the responses averaged across low spatial frequencies (0.188-1.5 cycles/degree) with responses in which the 3 cycles standard was compared with itself. This was also done for the average of the responses across the two highest spatial frequencies (6 and 12 cycles/degree). Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons were performed. This allowed us to determine whether moving the peak of the energy to lower or higher spatial frequencies tended to increase or decrease judgments of discomfort. The median number of discomfort responses to low spatial frequency bumps (0.19-1.5 cycles/degree; median = 13) was significantly higher than those to the 3 cycles/degree test stimulus (median = 0) (T = 6, n = 15, p < 0.05). The median number of discomfort responses to stimuli with a bump at higher spatial frequencies (6 and 12 cycles/degree; median = À13) was not significantly different from responses to the 3 cycles/degree test stimulus (median = 0) (T = 31, n = 15, NS).
Discussion
The results of the first condition show that the filtered noise pattern with a 1/f natural slope amplitude spectrum is consistently considered more comfortable than a stimulus with a relative increase in energy at some point (i.e. a peak) in the amplitude spectrum (the bump stimuli). This finding cannot be explained by differences in perceived contrast, as stimuli were approximately matched for this. It is likely that stimuli would not be exactly matched for contrast for each individual, since the same contrasts were used for all observers. These were derived from the contrast matching data of the two authors. However, given the contrast matching data for three naïve observers in experiment one, these results appear to be representative of perceived contrast for the wider population. It is also instructive to note that discomfort judgements did not correlate with physical contrast. Contrast was raised for both the lowest and highest spatial frequencies used, whereas discomfort judgements were not.
One interpretation of this finding is that deviation from the typical amplitude spectrum of natural images increases visual discomfort. However, this explanation alone cannot account for the clear tuning of the results for spatial frequency. All the bump stimuli deviated by the same amount from the statistics of natural images, and therefore there should be no difference between them if deviation from natural slope spectra were the sole cause of visual discomfort.
This spatial frequency tuning was assessed more directly in the second condition. Stimuli with a peak at a frequency lower than the 3 cycles/degree standard were consistently chosen as less comfortable. This is not exactly the same as the frequency associated with maximum discomfort by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) . They suggested that frequencies within two octaves of 3 cycles/degree should be the most uncomfortable. Whilst those lower than 3 cycles/degree are more uncomfortable than the 3 cycles/degree standard, those above (6 and 12 cycles/degree) were not. There are a variety of possible reasons for this. One possibility is that the results simply reflect individual differences across the two studies. Conlon et al. (2001) showed that individuals scoring differently on measures of susceptibility to visual discomfort can show very different spatial frequency tuning for discomfort ratings.
Alternatively, this difference could have been as a result of the slightly eccentric presentation of the stimuli used in the current experiment. The peak of the contrast sensitivity function shifts to lower spatial frequencies as the eccentricity of the stimuli presented is increased (Johnston, 1987) . If maximum discomfort occurs for stimuli at the peak of the contrast sensitivity function, we might expect a peak at frequencies lower than 3 cycles/degree, because the centres of both our test and standard stimuli were at an eccentricity of 5.71°. The perceived spatial frequency of gratings is also affected by their eccentricity -a given spatial frequency will be perceived as being a higher frequency when it is presented in the periphery than when it is presented centrally (Davis, Yager, & Jones, 1987) . Again, this might be expected to shift the peak of the discomfort function to a lower spatial frequency for peripherally presented stimuli in comparison with centrally viewed stimuli. To address these issues directly, the experiments were repeated with the stimuli presented centrally.
Experiment three: Contrast matching for centrally presented stimuli
The aim of this experiment was to repeat the contrast matching experiment for centrally-presented stimuli. Again, we were interested to establish firstly whether bump stimuli have the same perceived contrast as 1/f stimuli that are matched for physical contrast, and secondly whether perceived contrast is affected by the peak spatial frequency of the bump.
Method
Observers
The two authors again served as observers.
Stimuli
The stimuli presented were the same as those used in experiment one, except that they were presented centrally.
Procedure
A two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) method was used, in which the test and standard were presented sequentially in the centre of the screen. The first stimulus was presented for 1.8 s, with a delay of a single frame before the second stimulus was presented, also for 1.8 s. The order of presentation of the stimuli was randomly chosen on each trial. The observers' task was to decide whether the stimulus in the first or second interval had the higher contrast.
Results
The RMS contrasts required so that each bump stimulus matched the natural slope standard are plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of spatial frequency. Again, a clear lack of contrast constancy is apparent. Stimuli with bumps centred on 1.5 and 3 cycles/degree again appear significantly higher in contrast than natural slope stimuli matched for RMS contrast, as can be seen from the 95% confidence limits on the estimates of the points of subjective equality. Perceived contrast reduced for higher and lower frequencies. This pattern of results does not differ from that found in experiment one. In particular, there is no shift in the peak of the perceived contrast function to higher spatial frequencies. These results were used to produce stimuli matched for perceived contrast that could Percentage of times that the test stimulus was chosen as more uncomfortable (y-axis) against spatial frequency (x-axis) for bump stimuli compared to the natural slope standard. The bump stimuli are more often considered more uncomfortable than the natural slope standard. Right: Results when bump stimuli were compared to a 3 cycles/degree bump standard. The lower spatial frequencies (1.5, 0.75, 0.375 cycles/degree) were more often judged more uncomfortable than the 3 cycles/degree standard. Error bars show ±1 standard deviation.
be used for a discomfort judgement experiment with centrallypresented stimuli.
Experiment four: Relative discomfort judgements for centrally presented stimuli
The aim of this experiment was to repeat the second condition of experiment two, using only the 3 cycles/degree bump stimulus standard, for centrally-presented test stimuli. Given the effect of eccentricity on the location of the peak of the contrast sensitivity function (Johnston, 1987) , and on perceived spatial frequency (Davis et al., 1987) , it might be predicted that the tuning of the comfort/discomfort judgements might shift to higher spatial frequencies for centrally-presented stimuli.
6.1. Method 6.1.1. Observers
Fifteen naive student observers (eleven female, four male), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in the study. All were within the age range 18-30. None of these observers had taken part in the first experiment.
Stimuli
Bump stimuli were the same as in the second condition of experiment two, except that this time they were matched for perceived contrast for centrally-presented stimuli, based on the results of experiment three.
Procedure
A two interval forced-choice (2IFC) method was used, so that the stimuli were presented one after the other centrally. Observers indicated which stimulus they found more comfortable using the arrow keys on the computer keyboard: left for the first interval, right for the second interval.
Results
Results are plotted in Fig. 7 . As in experiment two, all observers showed a similar pattern of results, which were therefore averaged across observers. Spatial frequency tuning remained, and was similar to that observed for the eccentrically presented stimuli in experiment two. Lower spatial frequencies were more often judged more uncomfortable than the 3 cycles/degree bump standard. Again, results of a Friedman's test showed tuning to be significant (v 2 = 19.97 , N = 15, df = 6, p < 0.05). Wilcoxon tests again showed that the median responses to spatial frequencies lower than 3 cycles/degree (0.19-1.5 cycles/degree; median = 8.1) differed from those to the 3 cycles/degree test stimuli (median = À1.5) (T = 13, n = 15, p < 0.05). The median responses to the two highest frequencies (6 and 12 cycles/degree; median = À3.5) did not differ from those to the 3 cycles/degree test stimuli (median = À1.5); (T = 39.5, n = 15, NS).
Discussion
Changing the location of the stimulus to the centre of the visual field did not affect the pattern of results. The spatial frequency tuning was not affected by the central presentation of stimuli, and midrange spatial frequencies were consistently judged more uncomfortable.
The combined results of experiments one to four show that there is an effect of spatial frequency on visual discomfort. Even when matched for perceived contrast, stimuli with a concentration of energy around spatial frequencies lower than 3 cycles/degree tended to be judged more uncomfortable than stimuli in which energy is concentrated around 6 and 12 cycles/degree.
Experiment five: Discomfort rankings for printed stimuli
A final experiment was performed to address some methodological differences between our experiments, and those performed by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) . In our experiments thus far, we chose to present stimuli on a computer monitor, which was viewed from a fixed distance using a chin-rest. This was to ensure that properties of the images such as their spatial frequency, luminance and contrast were controlled as accurately as possible. We also used a simple 2AFC judgement task. Our procedures differed from those adopted by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) in a number of ways. Firstly, they used stimuli that were printed onto paper and held at arms' length by their participants. Secondly, discomfort was assessed by rating each image, on a 10-point scale, and by Fig. 6 . Relative RMS contrast is plotted (y-axis) against spatial frequency of stimuli (x-axis) for centrally presented stimuli. This again shows a U-shaped tuning function for PSEs for two observers, LOH and PBH, meaning that perceived contrast is not the same across spatial frequencies. Error bars show 95% confidence limits. sorting them into rank order. A final experiment in the current study, in which observers made rank-order judgements for printed stimuli, was performed to assess the possible effects of these differences on our results. 7.1. Method 7.1.1. Stimuli
Stimuli were made as before using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and MATLAB 7.1 (The Mathworks Inc., 2005) . They had the same spatial frequencies as those used before (0.188, 0.75, 1.5, 3, 6, 12 cycles/degree) , when viewed at a distance of 1 m. One metre was marked using a piece of string that was held up to the face whilst viewing the stimuli. Stimuli were matched for perceptual contrast based on the contrast matching data collected in experiment three. Stimuli were printed so that the visible pattern was 16 Â 16 cm on white A4 paper using a HP Laserjet 1200 printer, which was calibrated using the same Minolta LS-110 photometer as previously used. The seven images were presented in a circular formation against a black wall. The centre of each stimulus was at a distance of approximately 10 cm from the centre of the circle. The angular extent of the images was 9.1°.
Observers
Fifteen naive student observers, predominantly female, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in the study. One of these had taken part in experiments two and three, another four observers had taken part in experiment two. All gave informed consent to the study in accordance with the University of St. Andrews Teaching and Research Ethics Committee.
Procedure
Observers viewed the set of images, placed in a randomised configuration, and ranked them according to comfort (comfortable to uncomfortable) using the score sheet provided. Viewing time was unlimited.
Results
Average rankings across observers are shown in Fig. 8 . Once again, clear tuning for spatial frequency is evident, with discomfort ratings tending to be lower for the highest spatial frequency present. The shape of the tuning is similar to that obtained in the two previous 2AFC and 2IFC tasks (experiments two and four). As the data were ordinal (based on rankings), again a non-parametric statistic was used; the results of a Friedman test showed the spatial frequency tuning to be statistically significant (v 2 = 12.97, N = 15, df = 6, p < 0.05).
Discussion
The results of this experiment again show clear effect of spatial frequency on visual discomfort judgements. The results differ somewhat from those found in the earlier experiments, as a marked effect is only evident for the highest spatial frequencies in this case. This difference may reflect the greater variability in the data obtained from rank-order judgements compared to 2AFC tasks. Nevertheless, these results show that overall the effect is robust to differences in terminology used in the instructions (whether participants were asked about comfort or discomfort), to method of presentation of the stimuli (printed vs. presentation on a computer monitor) and method of judgement (2AFC comparisons vs rankings of all stimuli).
General discussion
Previous studies have shown clear effects of both the contrast and spatial frequency of stimuli on their judged discomfort (Fernandez & Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010; . These effects have been linked both to deviations of the statistics of stimuli from those that are typical of natural images, and to a role played by hyperexcitation of the visual cortex in discomfort (Juricevic et al., 2010 ). In the current study, the potential roles of spatial frequency and perceived contrast in these effects were uncoupled. We found that broadband stimuli of the type used by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) do not exhibit full contrast constancy. That is, stimuli that are matched for physical contrast do not necessarily have the same perceived contrast. With the potential role of perceived contrast taken into account, we found that adding energy to a 1/f stimulus within a relatively narrow frequency band tended to increase their discomfort. That is, the results of Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) are unlikely to have occurred simply as a result of possible differences in perceived contrast. Moreover, this effect was tuned for spatial frequency, such that the addition of energy around 0.375-1.5 cycles/degree of spatial frequency produced the greatest discomfort ratings. These findings were robust to variations in the presentation of the stimuli, or the rating method used. Similar results were obtained regardless of whether stimuli were presented on a computer monitor or printed onto paper, or presented centrally or peripherally. Similar results were also obtained regardless of whether discomfort was judged by rank ordering, or using 2AFC and 2IFC methods.
The tuning of these ratings peaks around frequencies of 0.75-1.5 cycles/degree. This is lower than the peak around 3 cycles/degree discussed by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) , although within the range of within two octaves suggested. However, it is important to note this conclusion was based on an analysis of the spectra of comfortable and uncomfortable artworks and photographs, and that the location of the spatial frequency peak was not directly manipulated in their experiments. Earlier work by Wilkins et al. (1980) suggested that the critical midrange frequencies may lie between 1 and 4 cycles/degree. Importantly, Conlon et al. (2001) showed clear individual differences in these results, dependent on participants' susceptibility to visual discomfort. Since this was not reported by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) , and was not measured in the current study, this might be one factor that could Fig. 8 . Average discomfort rankings of printed stimuli (y-axis) plotted against spatial frequency (x-axis). Spatial frequency tuning effects are once again shown. contribute to differences in the exact range of frequencies responsible for discomfort in different studies.
As discussed in the introduction, a number of explanations of the discomfort evoked by certain stimuli have been proposed. Firstly, discomfort may reflect hyperexcitation of the visual cortex. This would then explain why it is those frequencies to which the visual system is most responsive that are typically associated with discomfort. The results of the current study do not conflict with this idea. However, any such effects might be expected to vary with perceived contrast, and therefore should be minimised in our experiments since in all cases stimuli were approximately matched for perceived contrast. A second, related explanation is that discomfort arises when the statistical properties of images deviate significantly from those of natural images (Juricevic et al., 2010) . Since it is reasonable to assume that the visual system is optimised to encode natural images, such deviations will lead to suboptimal encoding. Specifically, Field (1994) noted that the spatial frequency bandwidths of visual channels mean that they will carry equal amounts of information in natural images. When energy is concentrated around a narrow range of spatial frequencies, the distribution of responses across channels will therefore be uneven. This departure from the expected distribution of activity might be responsible for the discomfort. This might occur through a change in the sparseness of the response (Redies, 2007) , or to the metabolic load placed on the system (Barlow, 1961) . In attempting to quantify such possible differences, it will also be necessary to take account of the time-course of the visual system's responses, and how this would be affected by temporal properties of the stimuli. Detailed consideration of these issues is beyond the scope of the current study.
A final possible factor is differences in the perceived blur, and accommodative load, across stimuli. Accommodative insufficiency, and accommodative lag (in which the image is focussed in front of the retina), are associated with visual discomfort (Allen, Hussein, Usherwood, & Wilkins, 2010; Chase, Tosha, Borsting, & Ridder, 2009) . Accommodative lag can occur after reading for prolonged periods of time, possibly through fatigue of the system due to high accommodative demand. One cue that drives accommodation is the perceived blur of the stimulus (Horwood & Riddell, 2008) , which in turn is affected by its amplitude spectrum. A concentration of energy at relatively low spatial frequencies occurs when a stimulus is not well-focussed, and will cause it to appear blurred (Murray & Bex, 2010; Webster, Georgeson, & Webster, 2002) . It is possible therefore that some of the changes in the amplitude spectrum in the current study, and that of Juricevic et al. (2010) are interpreted as blur caused by poor accommodation. This blur might then act as a stimulus for accommodation (Day, Gray, Seidel, & Strang, 2009) , and the fact that this blur cannot be removed by changes in accommodation might lead to discomfort, possibly through the fatigue of the accommodation system.
Given the importance of accommodative insufficiency as a determinant of visual discomfort (Chase et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2010) , measures of the refractive error and accommodative responses of individuals might be useful when accounting for how it is affected by the spatial properties of images. However, such an analysis of individual differences in responses to stimuli goes beyond the scope of the current study, which aimed to assess some of the spatial factors affecting discomfort in the general public.
Overall, a detailed, quantitative understanding of the role of contrast and spatial frequency on visual discomfort is important to help to consolidate what is already known from clinical literature and the characteristics of uncomfortable images. This will be a vital contribution to a better understanding of the functioning of the visual system, and how to avoid visual discomfort in normal and clinical populations. For example, almost all work concerned with the optimal encoding of visual information has addressed how this might be achieved, rather than the consequences of less than optimal responses. Studying the causes of visual discomfort is also important in order to understand and prevent adverse effects for clinical populations such as migraineurs and epileptics, as well as to provide benefits for non-clinical populations such as increased productivity (e.g. Daum et al., 1994) and better reading ability, as well as guidelines of how uncomfortable stimuli can be avoided in the media (Wilkins, Emmett, & Harding, 2005) .
